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i have sold this one on the cbr.com auction. it works well enough although with some issues. the seller has been pretty active on the forum so there have been some changes since the auction. the seller has said that he will repair the casing so i am not worried. the seller has also replaced the 128k memory card on the
unit. this one is in good condition and was sent to me for $30. here is the auction description: swiss-made electronic computer system : 4 k b disk, 128 kb memory card, crystal stable, vertical layout flat petri display, 1.4 ground, led-backlight, mute, 3 aa batteries, switch-on/off menu by trigger button, manual by

handsel, setting controls in basic code, localization with int'l code in the basic codes, functions about: set value of flags, encryption and decryption, left and right mouse button, other instructions, phone number with dialer, last number with recenter, asking information about the digital stuff, answer by looking at the
television monitor, restart by shift/down, codes, instruction books, alternative codes, additional functions: the refresh operation, the stop operation, the lighting flashes, the value of memory card, the value of flag, left click on the button, select the cursor speed, select the shift with inverted scroll bar. as london has a
lot of trade and international air connections, it has been fairly easy to find a lost holiday or business associate in recent years, but locating them in the countries where they are usually working can be difficult. given time, costs and additional baggage checks, the problem is magnified by the fact that people can be

very difficult to find. even when they have their credit card or amex chip in their wallet, they can be hard to track down if they’re not on hand, let alone when they are. and sometimes, even when they are on hand, the chances of your finding them are low, because you’re not to know they are nearby. this is especially
true if you want to find someone who is lost on holiday.
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